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Abstract

Description
The future delivery of high quality, patient-centered breast care is fundamentally dependent on how we train the next generation of breast care providers. As medical educators, we have a tremendous opportunity to transform how clinical skills related to breast care are taught and assessed and thereby, improve breast patient outcomes. This article reviews the current state of education and ideas for implementing a learner-specific, competency-based curriculum to teach breast care skills.
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Given the enormity of breast cancer as a health issue, it is essential that all healthcare providers demonstrate a minimum level of clinical competency related to breast care. Unfortunately, however, the current state of breast education in the health professions needs attention. Anecdotal observations plus the medical literature demonstrate critical deficiencies in the core clinical skills related to breast care across the continuum of medical education.1 These basic deficiencies will ultimately impact the outcomes of patients with a breast complaint. This article briefly reviews the current state of education related to breast care in the health professions. Although this syllabus presents primarily a surgical perspective, these observations are equally applicable to nonsurgical disciplines. While significant system-wide changes are slowly being implemented,2 there remains an urgent need for a learner-specific, competency-based curriculum to teach and assess breast care skills across the continuum of medical education.

On many clinical rotations, medical students have become marginalized, passive observers with brief, random exposures to patients with breast complaints.3 Students largely learn isolated facts related to breast diseases that are dissociated from patient care. In addition, faculty face ever increasing clinical productivity pressures that severely limit their time to teach and, as a result, many faculty have relinquished student teaching and even end-of-rotation student assessments to residents. Remarkably, most medical students graduate without having been directly observed performing a focused history and breast exam.4 Therefore, students receive little formative feedback related to breast-specific competencies. Finally, rotation summative assessment consists primarily of subjective, recall-biased evaluations and the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) subject exam, neither of which specifically address breast-related clinical skills. Consequently, when surveyed, graduating students report a lack of confidence and preparedness for residency regarding many essential clinical skills.5

Simulation has been incorporated into most health professions curricula. Simulation can standardize clinical content and provide a safe learning environment with the opportunity for
The management of breast disease is an essential component of general surgery and comprises 15–25% of a typical general surgeon’s practice. However, surgery residents also demonstrate core deficits related to the management of breast disease. In fact, data suggests that some basic breast skills may even regress during residency. The current efforts are directed towards determining the minimum acceptable core level of competency for students to achieve while interacting with the breast MRH. Other investigators have also used breast mannequins with innovative sensor technology to teach and objectively assess clinical breast exam skills. Azari et al. recently reported the use of novel video motion capture and video tracking to compare the hand motions of physicians performing a clinical breast exam. The video tracking technology shows promise and may be useful for objective, evidence-based training, assessment and credentialing.

The frenetic pace of health care together with resident service demands have severely curtailed the learner time required for reflection and deliberate practice of clinical skills. Traditionally, case numbers have dictated surgery resident procedural competence. The ABS requires a minimum 25 cases over 5 years as the operating surgeon in the Breast, Skin and Soft Tissue core content component of general surgery residency. Several reasons account for resident inadequacies related to breast patient management. Although many residents go on to pursue subspecialty fellowships, including breast fellowships that provide significant further experience in breast surgery, the majority of breast cancer operations are performed by general surgeons. Therefore, we must ensure graduating general surgery residents are competent to perform the essential common breast operations. Unfortunately, however, case number is not equivalent to competence. Even when residents fulfill ABS numbers requirements, resident operative logs fail to define the degree of involvement and autonomy in the case or the learning outcomes from their operative experiences.

To specifically determine exposure of general surgery residents to breast cancer operations, surgical educators at the University of Pennsylvania recently queried the American College of Surgeons (ACS) National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) database. From 2008–2011, residents were involved in 23,996 of 58,413 breast operations. When resident participation was analyzed by PGY level, junior residents (PGY1–3) were more likely than senior residents (PGY4–5) to be involved in the “essential common” breast operations such as breast biopsy, mastectomy (partial, simple and modified radical), sentinel node biopsy and axillary dissection (PGY1–3=72% versus PGY4–5=28%; p<0.001). One potential reason for the junior resident heavy participation in breast cases is that in many general surgery residency programs chief residents frequently delegate “less complex” breast operations to the more junior residents on the service. The authors also examined the Accrediting Committee for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) database for the same academic time period and found that breast operations comprised approximately 7–8% of the junior residents’ operative experience while comprising only 3–4% of chief residents’ cases. If recent ABS recertification data shows that breast operations comprise from 15–25% of a general surgeon’s annual case volume, then breast cases are dramatically underrepresented in the operative experience of general surgery residents, particularly in the critical final year. Therefore, there is an immediate need to develop a valid and reliable assessment tool for the common breast procedures. The operative standards and critical steps for the common breast cancer operations (i.e., partial/total mastectomy, sentinel node biopsy and axillary dissection) has recently been published by the American College of Surgeons (ACS) in Operative Standards for Cancer Surgery Volume 1: Breast, Lung, Pancreas and Colon. This re-
cent ACS publication provides the blueprint for resident breast procedure teaching, feedback and competency-based assessment.

Procedural simulation has been incorporated into all general surgery training programs. Box trainers and virtual reality (VR) simulators are significantly utilized by training programs for resident acquisition laparoscopic skills. The Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) is a competency-based curriculum to teach and assess residents the basics of laparoscopy. All residents must complete the FLS module to "sit for their general surgery boards". Unfortunately, simulated models of open surgery have lagged behind minimally invasive VR simulators. There is an urgent need to create and validate simulated models of the common breast procedures to teach and assess resident operative skills.

While competency-based assessment of breast procedures is important, perioperative decision-making skills are also critical to the successful management of breast patients. In fact, many breast cancer management decisions are made in a clinic and/or a multidisciplinary breast conference where resident attendance is frequently lacking. Since "assessment drives the curriculum", the ABS emphasis on the number of procedures required for board certification drives residents to choose the operating room over clinic and multidisciplinary breast conferences, which limits residents’ ability to acquire these essential decision-making skills. To make matters worse, resident summative assessment regarding cognitive knowledge related to breast care is inadequate. Like residents in other disciplines, general surgery residents take an annual in-service training examination. The American Board of Surgery In-Training Examination (ASBITE) is a multiple choice question (MCQ) exam administered annually at the end of January to general surgery residents. Surgical educators at the University of Florida examined a decade’s worth of ASBITE scores for residents in their general surgery program and not surprisingly, they found that residents who had done a breast rotation within 6 months of the ASBITE exam had fewer incorrect breast-related ASBITE questions. Furthermore, breast-related questions on the ASBITE exam represented only approximately 4% of the entire exam. In order to reiterate, since breast patients represent 15–25% of a typical general surgeon’s practice, breast-related procedural requirements and cognitive assessments are underrepresented in general surgery training programs. The ABS requires passage of the General Surgery Qualifying (MCQ exam) and Certifying Examinations (oral exam) for board certification. Although data regarding breast-specific content and resident breast-specific performance on the ABS exams is not published, anecdotal reports suggest that residents consistently underperform on the breast-related clinical scenarios.

Generally, medical education has failed to keep pace with the recent dramatic changes in health care and more specifically breast care. The management of breast cancer is a rapidly changing field that makes it difficult for even an expert to stay current, however, there are basic, level-specific breast competencies that can be defined, taught and assessed. Medical education is slowly shifting from a rigid, time-based system, focused on process measures, to an adaptable, competency-based structure with more emphasis on outcome measures. Competency-based education (CBE) is a framework for designing and implementing education that focuses on the desired performance characteristics of health care. CBE defines observable, measurable performance metrics that learners must attain to be considered competent. Two important concepts that have become important related to CBE are milestones and entrustable professional activities (EPAs). Milestones describe specific levels of performance that must be achieved annually for advancement. EPAs are essential tasks or responsibilities of professional practice that will eventually be entrusted to the unsupervised performance by a trainee.

How do we need to proceed to improve the current state of breast education in the health professions? First, we must define the core breast competencies (Milestones and EPAs) across the continuum of medical education and practice. Then, we must develop and implement curricula to teach and assess these competencies. Finally, we must translate the model of big data related to patient care to medical education and develop a longitudinal educational database (i.e., student → resident → fellow → practicing clinician) that is linked to
breast patient outcomes, so we can track educational efforts related to those outcomes.

The future delivery of high quality, patient-centered breast care is fundamentally dependent on how we train the next generation of breast care providers. While medical education is regulated by an alphabet soup-like, isolated group of accrediting organizations (i.e., LCME, AC-GME and CCME), the group that will have the greatest influence on the future of medical education related to breast care is WEME or WE are Medical Education. As medical educators, we have a tremendous opportunity to transform how clinical skills related to breast care are taught and assessed and thereby, improve breast patient outcomes. Just as we, as breast specialists, set the bar for multidisciplinary collaborative care related to breast cancer patients, together let’s set the standard for multidisciplinary, collaborative, outcomes-based education related to our learners across the continuum of medical education. The public and our patients expect and deserve no less!
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